Manual Spiral
Stretch Wrapper
The Highlight Fantom Spiral will go anywhere to wrap anything.
It is the perfect solution to stretch wrap your loads without
stretching your budget.
The Spiral Fantom’s unique design allows you to wrap you load
within an inch and a half of the ground and up to 65 inches high.
Unitize your load with the pallet and be assured your products
will stay together all the way to their destination.
The Spiral Fantom is another innovative product from Highlight
Industries to help you stretch wrap your product efficiently and
economically.

HIGHLIGHTS
»» Stretch Set™ allows you to precisely control the film stretch, optimizing load security
»» The Highlight Fantom Spiral will save time by going to the load and wrapping in place
»» Counterweighted carriage and mobile design relieves the stress and fatigue of
handwrapping
ALL SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

WRAPPING OPTIONS

PREMIUM FEATURES
User Friendly

TOP WRAP

Wrap your load with the carriage held at the top of the
tower to simply contain your product.

The Spiral Fantom is outfitted with a selflocking top core that makes loading the
film effortless, and locks automatically to
prevent the film from slipping and being
wasted. It also has comfortable foam
grip handles, infinitely variable height
adjustment using a counterbalanced
system, and four swivel casters that allow
for easy operation by virtually anyone.

Stretch Set™
Highlight’s patented film tensioning
system ensures the film stretch to be
precisely controlled. This maximizes your
load integrity and film economy.

FULL WEB WRAP

Wrap around your pallet while moving the carriage slowly
up, overlapping the film, to create a fully wrapped and
secure load

Portable Design
The Fantom Spiral is portable and
easily maneuverable and saves time by
being able to go straight to the load and
quickly wrap it up. It allows you to have a
wrapping station at any location in your
facility. Any size and any weight load can
be wrapped.

Heavy Duty
Strong structural steel base acts as a
bumper protecting film and casters. The
high strength structural steel tubing design
ensures lightweight maneuverability and
years of maintenance free operation. The
four swivel castters provide equal weight
distibution and a strong, well-balanced
system.

MULTIPLE WRAP

Wrap your load in un-layered stripes to create a breathable
and strong wrap.

Load Unitization
The Fantom Spiral has a specially
designed carriage that allows the film to
get an inch and a half above the ground,
which enables you to get a better and
more secure laod by securing the product

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Film Delivery

Stretch Set™

Film Carriage

Counterweighted

Film Capacity

Film Core I.D. 3”

Construction

Structural Steel Base and Steel Tubing

Wrap Height

Up tp 65”

Casters

Four Heavy Duty Casters Included
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